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What’s New with Elvex®? There’s plenty…
In continuing to demonstrate our new approach to quality products that provide
problem solving safety solutions - we are very excited to introduce the following
new safety products for 2015 – 2016.

Elvex® Impact Safety Eyewear Series
The Impact Eyewear Series are bold in style and high in
performance. Ballistic* Rated and ANSI Z87.1+/CE EN-166
compliant.
These eye-catching and attractive sunglass series are available in
the 100, 200 and 300 series. Choose from various frame colors
and lens tints which will satisfy a broad range of users needs.
The 300 series provides a removable, ventilated protective
brow guard.
The Impact Series offers great comfort, ﬁt and style that
anyone would want to wear all day long.

RSG100

RSG101

The RSG 100, 200 and 300 comes in:
RSG100 with Black Glossy Frame, Sky Blue Mirror lens
RSG101 with Pearl White Glossy Frame, Sky Orange Mirror lens
RSG200 with Black Glossy Frame, Sky Red Mirror lens
RSG201 with Copper/Black Glossy Frame, Sky Orange Mirror lens
RSG300 Black Frame, Browguard, Silver Mirror lens
RSG301 Black Frame, Browguard, Blue Blocker lens
*Tested to U.S. Military Test Standard MIL-PRF-31013.

RSG200

In addition, we have also developed a 12 pair eyewear
display for our Impact Safety Eyewear Series.

RSG201

RSG300

RSG301
RSGD12
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Helium 15™ & Helium 18™
Introducing Two New Ultra-light Basic Eyewear,
so light they almost ﬂoat on your face!
When workers don’t want to wear protective eyewear, try
these super comfortable, contemporary styles that seem to
‘disappear’ on their faces while improving workplace eyewear
compliance and safety.
Helium 15™, at 15 grams, is the lightest ANSI Z87.1+ and
CE EN-166 compliant eyewear on the market while still maintaining
Class 1 optics. Available in distortion-free, wraparound lens in clear &
grey with either hard coat or SuperCoat™ washable anti-fog lenses and
ErgoFit™ contour temples providing a secure and comfortable ﬁt on
most any face.
Helium 18™, at 18 grams, is also super light ANSI Z87.1+ and
CE EN-166 (2016) compliant with a rectangular semi-frame style that
looks great on all of your workers. It has ErgoFit™ contour ‘drop’
temples for additional non-slip, low pressure ﬁt and comfort. Helium
18™ is available in clear and grey, hard coat or SuperCoat™ washable
anti-fog lenses as well as the new Blue Blocker 50% VLT SuperCoat™
AF lens for ‘just the right amount’ of glare reduction and enhanced
visual acuity.

Helium 15™
SG-58C

ErgoFit™ Temples

Both Helium 15™ and Helium 18™ ErgoFit™ Temples are designed
to be thin and ﬁt the contour of your head for an unbelievably
secure and comfortable ﬁt even with hearing protectors and
other PPE.

ErgoFit™ Temples

Helium 18™
SG-59BB50-AF

GoSpecs Pro™
Everything you love about GoSpecs™ Comfort, Fit and
Protection, with Sunglass Style.
Elvex® GoSpecs Pro™ has the ﬁt, comfort and looks like the expensive
sunglasses you see on the street, but it is available at a fraction of
the price. Like all GoSpecs™, it has foam that ﬁlls the gap around
the eye socket for added protection against wind, dirt, dust and
debris.
GoSpecs Pro™ is different in that it has removable/replaceable foam
carrier with very soft and conforming, ﬂame resistant open cell foam
for excellent protection, ventilation and comfort. The GoSpecs Pro™ can
also be worn without the foam carrier when the additional protection is not
required.

GG-55G-AF

GoSpecs Pro™ is available with ballistic* rated Clear or Grey SuperCoat™
washable anti-fog lenses. Meets ANSI Z87.1+ and CE EN-166 standards.
*Tested to U.S. Military Test Standard MIL-PRF-31013.
GG-55-FOAM

1.203.743.2488 / elvex.com
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AirSpecs®
Guaranteed Not to Fog!
Great for humid environments where nothing else keeps lenses from
fogging up. The AirSpecs® is designed with stainless steel mesh lens,
which protects the eye socket from pokes and prods of stationary or
low energy objects greater than 1mm in diameter.
The EVA closed cell foam seal on the AirSpecs® provides a
comfortable face seal, pantoscopic temples and elastic fabric strap
for a secure ﬁt in active environments.

GG-50

Meets ANSI Z78.1 for basic impact (1” ball-drop) protection.

Go-Specs IV™
Goggle-like Protection with Temple Slots and
Ventilation Ports at a Value Price
We’ve made a new addition to our already popular Go-Specs™
product line, that provides you the comfort of a spectacle with
goggle-like protection against particles, dust, wind, cold, in
indoor and outdoor environments.
The Go-Specs IV™ has arrived and has been designed with side
temple slots and ventilation ports that allows the air to ﬂow through
the safety glass for superior anti-fog performance and wearer comfort.

GG-16C-AF

Go-Specs IV™ comes in Clear Anti-Fog lens
Meets ANSI Z87.1+

GoSpecs™
Copper Blue Blocker Lens Addition, Reduces Glare and
Increases Contrast!
ELVEX® has become a category leader in the development of closed cell foam
protection for dusty, dirty and windy environments – where airborne particulates
es
pose a real threat to workers eyes. Our growing line of Go-Specs™ safety glasses
ses
provide a dynamic range of comfortable, goggle-like protection in a safety glass.
ss.
And now we have added the 50% VLT copper/blue blocker lens that not only
reduces sun glare and blue light, it also increases contrast and sharpens the focus.
cus.
Just the right amount of glare reduction with SuperCoat™ anti-fog coating.

GG-40BB50-AF

Meets ANSI Z87.1+/CE EN-166 (2016)

CHICA™, AVION™ & AVION SlimFit™ (SF)
We’ve Added a Touch of Leopard!
One of the strongest trends in women’s fashion today is leopard! So
we’ve added the leopard print pattern to our bestselling ballistic* rated
glass the AVION™, AVION SlimFit™ (SF) and the new Chica™. The
AVION SlimFit™ is 10 mm narrower than the standard AVION™ allowing
better ﬁt, comfort and protection for slim faces.

SG-18BR-LEO

These stylish safety glasses women will love to wear and increase your
company’s protective eyewear compliance.
The CHICA™, AVION™ & AVION SlimFit™ (SF) available lenses: Amber,
Brown, Clear and Indoor/Outdoor
Meets ANSI Z87.1+/CE EN-166 (2016) *All three models Tested to U.S. Military
Test Standard MIL-PRF-31013.
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SG-42-I/O-LEO

ATOM™ & RX-401™
Ballistic Rated and New Improved Temple Tips!
The ATOM™ has gotten an upgrade for better performance, ﬁt and
comfort! We’ve added longer, wraparound temples for non-slip stability
and softer nose bridge for long periods of wear. The one-piece unitary
ballistic* rated lens, offers great ﬁeld of vision and superior wearability
with a stylish lightweight frame weighing only 0.9 oz (25g).

SG-401-I/O

We have expanded our value-minded bifocal product line with the RX-401™. A ballistic*
rated bifocal for those looking for value and magniﬁcation with a higher level of protection.
The ATOM™ comes in Clear, Grey, Indoor/Outdoor, Silver Mirror, Clear Anti-Fog,
Grey Anti-Fog lenses.
The RX-401™ available in Clear and Grey Lenses, diopters +1.0, +1.5, +2.0, +2.5, +3.0.
Meets ANSI Z87.1+/CE EN-166. *Both models Tested to U.S. Military Test Standard MIL-PRF-31013.

RX-401C

TTX™ & RX-450 ™
Our Lowest Price Safety Glass with Anti-Fog Coating!
Who said that anti-fog coating is not affordable! The TTX™ is a great choice
for general purpose eye protection, featuring a frameless lightweight design
for all day comfort and use. Weighs only 0.85 ounces (24g)!
The RX-450™ is our lowest price bifocal model and is available with the same
great features as the TTX™ where magniﬁcation is required for reading or
close-up work. The RX-450™ features a soft nose bridge for added comfort.
Both models have rubber tipped temples for secure all day wear.

SG-450G

The new TTX™ comes in Clear, Clear Anti-Fog, Grey, Indoor/Outdoor
The RX-450™bifocal is available in a clear hard coated lens, in diopters +1.5, +2.0, +2.5.
Meets ANSI Z87.1+/CE EN-166. *Both models Tested to U.S. Military Test Standard MIL-PRF-31013.

RX-500™

RX-450C

Another ‘FIRST’ for Elvex® - Full Lens Ballistic Rated Magniﬁer Safety Glass!
The RX-500™ features a 50 mm diameter magnifying lens that increases visual precision and
productivity of workers who have difficulty in seeing close. It effectively reduces eye strain
and fatigue by eliminating the focus through bifocals.
Ideal for visual precision close-up work such as electrical, welding, maintenance
and stationary assembly. The ballistic rating* of this eyewear provides a higher
level of impact protection for the user.
The new RX-500™ comes in +0.50, +0.75, +1.0, +1.5, +2.0 diopters, *Patent
Pending
Meets ANSI Z87.1+/CE EN-166. *Tested to U.S. Military Test Standard MIL-PRF-31013.

RX-500C

RXP-100™
Prescription Ready Safety Frame!
The new Elvex® RXP-100™ Prescription Ready Safety Frame can be ﬁtted
with prescription safety lenses for individual vision correction.
A premium product that comes ﬁtted with a 2.0mm clear polycarbonate
removable plano lens makes it an ANSI Z87.1-2010+ compliant safety
glass. It also features our CoreFlex™ Technology nose piece that the
wearer can bend and shape for a customized ﬁt. Plus, the ratcheting
temple allows for pantoscopic angle adjustment and removable brow
cushion provides added protection from falling particles.

RXP-100

Sold and Stocked in ASIA DC only.
1.203.743.2488 / elvex.com
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ConnecTunes™
Wirelessly SYNC to Your Smartphone, MP3 Player or
Communicate in a Noisy Environment!
Never Miss A Call, Listen to Your Favorite Playlist or AM/FM Stereo. The
ConnecTunes™ is a hearing protector with wireless synchronization capabilities
that offers hearing protection level of 22 NRR!
You can send/receive calls, listen to your favorite music and communicate
with your co-workers in any noisy environment. The ConnecTunes™ all-in-one
wireless system with noise cancellation microphone, superior sound clarity and
high quality reception is your solution.
Communication Applications Are Endless!
Available in cap mount version.

COM-660W

Quattro™
Improved Design. Softer Feel. Now with 27 NRR/ 34 SNR
The Elvex® Quattro™ Reusable ear plug features our contoured four ﬂange
design that provides superior attenuation at 27 NRR. Made in the
e U.S.A
S.A with an
advanced non-allergenic polymer material that’s softer, more comfortable
mfortable
fortable and
resists ear wax and body oils – outlasts PVC ear plugs.
Reuse for weeks with no loss of comfort or effectiveness!
Reusable and washable for every day hygiene.
The Quattro™ is available in uncorded, corded (pvc or nylon),
corded or uncorded with chain/case, metal detectable.

EP-40
EP-401
EP-411

QuattroSoft™ Reusable Ear Plugs
27 NRR/ 32 SNR
The QuattroSoft™ is an all new super soft formulation for easier insertion and
comfort. Available in safety orange making compliance and ﬁtting inspections
easy. The contoured four ﬂange design provides all day-comfort with easy
insertion and removal. Universal size self-contours to ﬁt virtually any shape ear
canal. Wash and reuse for several weeks without losing its attenuation.
Non-allergenic.
The QuattroSoft™comes in corded (pvc or nylon), and corded with chain/case.

EP-513-ORANGE

Sold and Stocked in ASIA DC only.

FlatLiner™ Hi-Viz
Where an Increase in Visibility is Required
Ideal for night work, construction, airports and public environments! The
FlatLiner™ in Hi-Viz yellow offers 20% lower headband pressure, 24 NRR/ 32 SNR
and weighs only 8.2 oz.(232g).
The low force, fork type stainless steel headband distributes consistent pressure
on the wearers head at all times. And, the extra wide ear cushions and soft
padded head cushion provides the highest level of comfort for the user.
HB-640Y
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QuickSnap™ Cap Mount Ear Muffs
A Functional Hearing Solution that Mounts to Most Safety
Cap Brands!
The QuickSnap™ cap mount ear muffs are the solution to combining head and hearing
protection. The rugged design is completely dielectric and non-conductive.
The Elvex® QuickSnap™ ear muff is the most versatile and functional cap mount ear
muff on the market. It’s unique low proﬁle “cut-out” sets and nests
under the rim of caps versus other cap attached muff brands.
Its ﬂexibility and adaptability to competitors safety caps is the best
in the industry. And we just added by popular request the Hi-Viz
Yellow version.

HM-2093Y

The QuickSnap™ Cap Mount Ear Muffs come in:
HM-2093Y (Yellow Hi-Viz). HM-20, HM-60, HM-80 (Black)
Range options of 25-28 NRR and 29-31 SNR CE.

ProChapsZ™
New Chain Saw Chaps with Reduced Catch Points!
The ProChapsZ™ helps meet ANSI Z133-2012 safety requirements for Arborculture
Operations that requires reduced catch points to avoid potential entanglement.
These evolutionary zipper chaps with velcro adjustable/replaceable straps allow
ease of movement on the job. They are easy to put on and take off increasing work
productivity and saving time. Complies with ASTM F-1414, ASTM F-1897-2008.
The ProChapsZ™ chain saw chaps are available in: 36 in. and 39 in., measured from
m
the waist. 33 in., length available early 2016.

ArcFit 14™ Face Shield
Elvex® has added a New Electric ARC Protective Face Shield
to the FlashPro™ Line.

JE-9136Z

The ArcFit 14™ is an all-new, lightweight, higher VLT (55%) design with a low proﬁle
chin guard and has an ASTM F2178 arc rating of 14 cal/cm2 for use in NFPA 70E PPE
Category 1 & 2 protection levels.
When used with the Elvex® VB-60 dielectric cap-attached visor bracket, the
ArcFit 14™ face shield allows a greater range of head movement when compared
to competitive models. It tilts up and out of sight in a balanced overhead
position when not in use for greater worker acceptance, comfort and
mobility.
The new improved chin guard provides extended protection under the
chin while staying out of sight while in the worn position. The face
shield is anti-scratch and anti-fog coated on both sides of the shield for
longer service life and clear vision in temperature extremes.
The ArcFit 14™ meets ANSI Z87.1+ .

FS20CPARC10 Face Shield
VB-60 Bracket
SC-50 CAP

Elvex® LED Clip-Light
Light Up Your Workspace with our versatile Elvex®
LED Clip-Light!
Elvex® LED Clip-Light is making your job easier! Clip on to your safety
glasses, face shields, safety helmets and more. It’s lightweight, features
a 360 degree swivel base so you can point where light is needed and
it’s housed in a water resistant case. The Elvex® LED clip light provides
a bright light output for those hard to see low light areas.

SGCL-1
(2” x 3/4” x 3/8”)

1.203.743.2488 / elvex.com
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Order Information
QuattroSoft™ Reusable Ear Plugs

Go-Specs Pro™

AirSpecs™
GG-50

GG-55C-AF
GG-55G-AF
GG-55-FOAM

Black Stainless Steel
Mesh Lens

ArcFit 14™
FS20CPARC10

ArcFit™ AF Face
Shield, 14 cal/cm2, chin
guard

ATOM™
SG-401C
SG-401C-AF
SG-401G
SG-401-I/O
SG-401M

Clear Lens
Clear AF Lens
Grey Lens
Indoor/Outdoor Lens
Silver Mirror Lens

Helium 15™
SG-58C
SG-58C-AF
SG-58G
SG-58G-AF

SG-59C
SG-59C-AF
SG-59BB50-AF
SG-59G
SG-59G-AF

Brown Lens
Clear Lens
Indoor/Outdoor Lens
Amber Lens, SlimFit
Brown Lens, SlimFit
Clear Lens, SlimFit
Indoor/Outdoor Lens,
SlimFit

RSG100
RSG101
RSG200
RSG201
RSG300
RSG301
RSGD12

Amber Lens
Brown Lens,
Clear Lens,
Indoor/Outdoor Lens

HM-2093Y
HM-20
HM-60
HM-80

Clear Lens
Clear AF Lens
Copper Blue Blocker
AF Lens
Grey Lens
Grey AF Lens

Wireless Ear Muff w/
Synchronization

COM-660W-CAP**

Cap Mount Wireless Ear
Muff w/Synchronization

Elvex® Clip-Light

RX-401™

Sky Blue Mirror Lens
Sky Orange Mirror Lens
Red Mirror Lens
Sky Orange Mirror Lens
Silver Mirror Lens
Blue Blocker Lens
Impact Series Display

JE-9133Z

Coming Early 2016
Chaps w/zipper legs/
velcro, 1000 Denier,
33 in., Safety Orange

JE-9136Z

Chaps w/zipper
legs/velcro, 1000
Denier, 36 in., Safety
Orange

JE-9139Z

Chaps w/zipper
legs/velcro, 1000
Denier, 39 in., Safety
Orange

LED Clip-Light

Hi-Viz Yellow Ear Muff

Go-Specs™ I
Copper Blue Blocker
AF Lens

EP-401
EP-402

EP-412
Clear AF Lens
EP-413
EP-415
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All Clear Lens

All Grey Lens

RX-450C-1.5
RX-450C-2.0
RX-450C-2.5

All Clear Lens

RX-500™
All Clear Lens w/Full
Lens Magniﬁer

RXP-100™
RXP-100

Quattro™ Reusable Ear Plugs

EP-411

Go-Specs™ IV
GG-16C-AF

RX-401-1.0
RX-401-1.5
RX-401-2.0
RX-401-2.5
RX-401-3.0
RX-401G-1.0
RX-401G-1.5
RX-401G-2.0
RX-401G-2.5
RX-401G-3.0

RX-500C-0.5
RX-500C-0.75
RX-500C-1.0
RX-500C-1.5
RX-500C-2.0

Flatliner™ Hi-Viz

GG-40BB50-AF

Hi-Viz Yellow Cap
Mount
Black Cap Mount
Black Cap Mount
Black Cap Mount

RX-450™

COM-660W

HB-640Y

Corded (woven nylon
cord) Ear Plug
Corded (woven nylon
cord) Ear Plug, w/Case
& Chain
Corded (PVC cord)
Ear Plug

QuickSnap™ Cap Mount Muffs

ProChapsZ™

ConnecTunes™

SGCL-1

EP-513-ORANGE

Clear Lens
Clear AF Lens
Grey Lens
Grey AF Lens

Impact Sunglass Series

Chica™ Leopard
SG-42A-LEO
SG-42BR-LEO
SG-42C-LEO
SG-42-I/O-LEO

EP-512-ORANGE

Helium 18™

Avion™ & Avion™ SlimFit Leopard
SG-18BR-LEO
SG-18C-LEO
SG-18-I/O-LEO
SG-18A-SLIM-LEO
SG-18BR-SLIM-LEO
SG-18C-SLIM-LEO
SG-18-I/O-SLIM-LEO

EP-511-ORANGE

Clear AF Lens
Grey AF Lens
Grey Foam Carrier

Un-corded Ear Plug
Ear Plug, w/Case
& Chain
Corded (woven nylon
cord) Ear Plug
Corded (woven nylon
cord) Ear Plug, w/Case
& Chain
Corded (PVC cord)
Ear Plug
Corded (PVC cord)
Metal Detectable
Ear Plug

Prescription Ready
Safety Frame
w/Clear Lens

TTX™
SG-450C
SG-450C-AF
SG-450G
SG-450-I/O

Clear Lens
Clear AF Lens
Grey Lens
Indoor/Outdoor Lens

2015-16MINI

U.S.A. Sales:

International Sales:

Latin America Sales:

Marty Salon
msalon@elvex.com

Fred Ravetto
fred@elvex.com

Jose Montalvan
jose@elvex.com

Kris Eichelberger
kris@elvex.com

Asia Paciﬁc Sales:
Hans Ng
hans@elvex.com
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